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Chapter 1: Opens are the ‘Top Funnel’ of Email Metrics
We call it the ‘top funnel’ because open rates have a domino effect on the rest of your email
metrics. If no one opens your email, all your other metrics (like CTR) will suffer. The Radicati
Group created a 2013 Email Statistics report that stated, “The majority of email traffic comes
from business emails, which accounts for over 100 billion emails sent and received per day.” As
these number grow each year, so does the pressure to keep your open rates up and your
subscribers (and boss) happy.
When waves of business emails are crashing down on your subscribers every day, what can you
do to ensure your email gets opened? There are a ton of elements you can vary to try to entice
your readers, but we’ve narrowed it down for you. In this whitepaper, we will give you 7 ways to
get in front of your customer and make sure your message is heard.
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Chapter 2: How to Build a Quality List
Don’t Cut Corners When Building Your Email List
Oh the age old question, “Should I create a double-opt in or single-opt in confirmation for my
subscriber list?” Ok, ok perhaps it’s not an age old question since the first mass mailing wasn’t
until 1978, but it is a crucial decision you have to make when you are building your list.
In case you need a refresher on the difference of a single opt-in and a double opt-in, let me
break it down for you.



Single opt-in: Someone filled out a registration or subscription form and is automatically
added to your email list.
Double opt-in: As above, but after someone signs up for your mailing list, you send a link
in a confirmation email that they must click before they’re added to your list.

Don’t endanger the integrity of your subscriber list by being greedy about quadrupling your list
size.
The reason many marketers have a knee-jerk reaction to choose the single-opt in method is
because they want to gain as many leads as possible. They have the mindset of quantity vs.
quality and don’t want a single prospect to slip through the cracks. While you should care about
gathering leads, what you really need to hone in on is gathering qualified prospects. If someone
was so ambivalent about joining your list that they couldn’t open up their email (when the sole
purpose was to receive emails from you) and click a link to confirm, they are probably not a
qualified lead. Yes, marketing is about numbers, but marketing is also about results. Don’t
endanger the integrity of your subscriber list by being greedy about quadrupling your list size.
MailChimp supported this notion when they took a random sample in their database of 30,000
users who’ve sent at least 10 campaigns. They wanted to see if double opt-ins improved their
users email marketing stats. Check out their results below.
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This is a screen capture from MailChimp's results when they tested whether the double opt-in method would affect
open rates.

The double opt-in method gave a 72.2% increase in unique opens. On top of finding out that
double opt-ins get more opens, they also discovered double-opt in lists have a 114% increase in
clicks compared to the CTR of single opt-in lists. When it comes to list size, sometimes less is
more.
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Another critical element you should consider when deciding if you want to use a single or double
opt-in method is your bounce rate. In MailChimp's study noted above, they wanted to see if
one's bounce rate would increase, decrease or stay the same based off of their user's opt-in
methods. Check out the results below.
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This is a screen capture from MailChimp's results when they tested whether the double opt-in method would affect
bounce rates.

The graphs above show that using a double opt-in list can lower your bounce rate by 48.3%. So
why should you give a hoot that the double opt-in method will give you a lower bounce rate?
Two words: Sender Reputation. A high bounce rate will negatively affect your sender reputation.
Your sender reputation is the most important factor when determining if your email is going to
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get marked as SPAM or make it into the inbox. According to ActiveCampaign, if you send an
email campaign and your bounce rate is above 10%, it is no longer considered a "normal" (read:
acceptable) bounce rate. Red flags are raised with your ISP if you exceed the normal bounce
rate, so do yourself a favor and keep it under 10%.
Moral of the story: Bigger isn't always better when it comes to list size.
Even though the single opt-in method can get you more leads, you are also running the risk of
gaining unqualified leads, or even worse... fake and malicious email addresses. Bad email
addresses can and will degrade your sender reputation which is a big no no for email marketers.
A double opt-in method will protect your list, your brand, your company and your subscribers.
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Chapter 3: Why List Segmentation Matters
Do you talk to your mother the same way you talk to your best friend?
I didn’t think so. That’s why a one-size-fits-all approach to email marketing doesn’t work when
you are speaking to a diverse audience. The reality is that most businesses cater to more than
one kind of consumer. For example, at Email on Acid we offer email testing as our main
attraction. Even though our product fits a very specific need, we still can categorize our target
customers into 3 different segments: email developers, email marketers and email designers.
Writing with only one target group in mind will end up alienating the rest of your list. If we were
to send an email talking in depth about HTML and CSS tricks, an email coder might love it but an
email marketer could become disengaged. That’s why list segmentation is so important.
List segmentation is also crucial because contacts will inevitably be at different points in the sales
cycle. Gleanster Research found that 50% of leads are qualified but aren't immediately ready to
buy something from you. With list segmentation and lead nurturing, however, you can get the
appropriate message to your leads based on where they are in your sales funnel.
SilverPop/DemandGen Report found that subscribers are 4-10 times more likely to respond to
your email that is targeted directly towards the subscriber.
To use our business as an example again, our list is a melting pot of different subscribers that
have joined our list for many different reasons. Some may have joined for our blog posts, some
are long-time customers, others are new customers, and some are potential customers that just
took our self-serve email testing platform for a spin. That is why we need to provide targeted
content that caters to people with different interests, rather than an email written with general
content in an attempt to reach all our segments in one fell swoop. Check out the image below
that graphically breaks down different points in the sales cycle. Your different subscribers joined
your funnel through different methods (i.e. website, blog or social media), so specific content is
sometimes only relevant to a specific segment.
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This is a screen capture from SocialFresh's blog regarding content marketing.
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Finally, and most importantly, you get vastly better email marketing results when you segment
your list. If you are still hesitant about the heavy lifting you need to do to segment your list
appropriately, I’ll let Lyris’ Annual Email Optimizer Report do the convincing here. Lyris found
that 39% of marketers who segmented their email lists experienced higher open rates, 28%
experienced lower unsubscribe rates, and 24% experienced better deliverability and greater
revenue. If you check out the graph below, you will see that there are TONS more reasons to
segment your list.

This is a screen capture from Lyris' results when they tested what the impact was of segmenting an email list.

Your Subscribers Come in Many Different Shapes and Sizes
The content that you produce may be top-notch, but if it’s not relevant to your recipient, they
aren’t going to waste an open on you. Segmentation should be front and center in your handydandy best practices notebook. Unfortunately, the MarketingSherpa 2012 Email Marketing
Benchmark Report stated that 52% of marketers still have a great need to improve email
database segmentation. Are you one of them?
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Chapter 4: Is There a 'Perfect' Time to Send Your Email?
Uncovering the optimal time and day to send your email
After the effort you put into designing, writing and editing your email campaign, it’s easy to feel
trigger happy with the send button. However, you should get your finger off that trigger and
consider when the most optimal time to send is.
According to the Econsultancy/Adestra Email Marketing Industry Census 2013, only half of
businesses (49%) are currently testing the time and day of their email messages. This means that
the other 51% already know the optimum time, or they're taking a shot in the dark.
GetResponse ran a study that analyzed 21 million emails sent in the US during Q1 2012 to
uncover what was the best day of the week to send emails. Their results indicated that the
majority of inbox traffic and activity takes place during the work week. You can surmise that
sending your marketing emails over the weekend is no bueno. They also observed that the peak
of inbox activity was on Thursday. In fact, Thursday was the top day for all metrics: percentage
sent, open rates and CTR. Check out the stats below.
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This is a screen capture from Get Response's results when they tested whether the optimal time to send your
emails.

Now that you know the optimal day to send your email, let’s discuss what time of the day is the
best. MailChimp uncovered some amazing data when they analyzed more than a billion emails
regarding send time for marketing mail. The chart below indicates that recipients are more likely
to open their email after 12pm. Also, the hours between 2-5pm are the most active hours of
email opens by time of day.
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This is a screen capture from MailChimp's results when they tested the optimal time to send an email.

These stats give you a really good framework to apply when deciding when to send your emails.
However, the only way you are going to find out what day/time works best for your audience is
to test for yourself!
Is Your List Globally Diverse?
A critical element you must also consider when releasing your email is what the local times are
across the globe. Chances are, you have a list that is comprised of people that live in multiple
time zones across the country, or even across the globe. If you have a globally diverse list, you
should consider segmenting your list based off of global time zones. That way you can schedule
your email to hit your recipients' inboxes at exactly the same local time all over the world. This
may seem like a lot of heavy lifting but a good number of ESP's already have this feature built in.
Take the time to do your research on the optimal time to send so your message doesn't lose its
oomph by sitting too long in the inbox.
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Chapter 5: Don’t Get Tangled in the Web of SPAM Filters
Save the integrity of your email reputation by avoiding SPAM filters
If you don’t make it to the inbox, you won’t be getting ANY opens. Before you can worry about
your campaign’s open rate, you need to focus on deliverability. When you send an email
campaign to your recipients, your messages have to get past their ISP’s SPAM filter and their
email application SPAM filter. It's a lot easier than you’d think for an innocent, legitimate email
to be mistaken as SPAM. MailChimp found that on average, you can expect 10-20% of your
emails will be blocked by SPAM filters. That’s why you must be diligent to leverage the best email
practices to avoid these filters.
The double opt-in is your first line of defense against SPAM filters. With a double-opt in list you
can surmise that you have a more qualified lead that is genuinely interested in what you have to
say, therefore, less likely to mark you as SPAM. ISPs also pay attention to engagement metrics
and the double opt-in method helps your cause because it has been shown to increases open
rates and CTR's.
Another way to increase customer engagement metrics is by practicing good hygiene with your
list of subscribers. It's best practice to constantly cleanse your list so outdated leads don't affect
your open rate. According to Marketing Sherpa, a corporate email list has an average annual
decay of 25%. People change email addresses, change jobs etc. That’s why you must keep your
list up to date and automatically remove unsubscribes, bounces and users that have not engaged
in your emails for over 6 months. One way you can separate the wheat from the chaff is by
sending a reengagement email to your subscribers that haven’t taken any sort of action with
your emails in over 6 months. When you send them this email, let them know that in order to
keep receiving your mailings, they must take a certain action such as clicking a link within the
email to opt back in. This way, you are using the double opt-in method again to ensure your
subscriber wants to hear from you.
Finally, focus on your content to make sure it is not too spammy. Avoid using ALL CAPS, too
many exclamation points!!!!!!! and spammy words or phrases. MailChimp found that phrases
like mortgage, insurance, act now, casino, limited time, coupons, click now, open immediately,
etc. can set off a red flag for the SPAM filters.
MailChimp made an awesome table about the thought process of SPAM filters when they check
out your mail. Go through this checklist next time you are ready to send out a campaign:
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This is a screen capture from MailChimp's website.
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There is no point to create, write, design and test your email if it is never going to end up in your
subscriber's inbox. That is why you need to take the time to figure out how SPAM filters work.
The best way to fight the good fight in this arena is to arm yourself with the proper knowledge
before a campaign send. Check out our three-part blog series on some of the most popular
SPAM filters:




SPAM Filter Series: How to Please Postini (Part 1)
SPAM Filter Series: Avoiding the Assassin (Part 2)
SPAM Filter Series: Beating the Barracuda (Part 3)

Check that your campaign doesn't get marked as SPAM before your send, NOT after...
I must admit though, SPAM filters are a very elusive and mystifying beast. Even if you follow all
the rules you can still end up getting flagged and find yourself scratching your head in disbelief.
The time to find out about a SPAM problem is before your email send, not after. We can help!
Diagnose and solve deliverability issues with our pre-deployment SPAM testing in 22 of the most
popular SPAM filters. We will help you identify which filters are blocking your emails and provide
as much detail as we can squeeze out of them to help you troubleshoot.
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Chapter 6: Sending Frequency: Out of Sight, Out of Mind
A common perception is that if you email your list too often, they'll unsubscribe. This is not
always the case, though. Sometimes it's beneficial to hit up your list more than once a week.
Why? I think Phil Hollows explains this best when he says, "Why? Because you're not top of mind
with your subscribers, and irregularly sent emails that arrive months after a subscription was
confirmed will feel ‘out of the blue.’ They are more likely to be less relevant to the list and,
therefore, that much more likely to be marked as SPAM." Think of your email sending frequency
compared to the "Goldilocks zone". You want to make sure your sending frequency isn't too
much or too little, make it "just right".
Hubspot published findings supporting the notion of why you should not send infrequently. They
looked at how their CTR and their unsubscribe rate was impacted when they increased their
monthly sending frequency. Dan from Hubspot observed the click through rate based on the
number of times a list is emailed each month. He found that once you're emailing your list 4 or 5
times a month (which you probably should be), there is no sharp decline in clicks if you increase
your number of sends per month.

This is a screen capture from Hubspot's results when they tested sending frequency.
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Dan also found that if you're emailing your list 4 or 5 times a month, you might as well email
them much more frequently because it will not increase your unsubscribe rate, it will actually
decrease your unsubscribes! Check out the graph below.

This is a screen capture from Hubspot's results when they tested sending frequency.
Another email metric that could be affected by your sending frequency is your bounce rate.
Email addresses will change and you'll find your list piling up with hard bounces if you send too
infrequently.
However, I am not suggesting you go crazy with your email sends and hit up your subscribers
every day. That would be more of an annoyance than anything else. It all goes back to finding
your "sweet spot" in your email sending frequency. Hubspot reported that 69% of U.S. email
users unsubscribe from lists because the organization sends too many emails. That is why you
should keep your email sends to once or twice a week, three emails per week max! Going to either
extreme can cause your list to lose quality or subscribers.
While there is not a perfect or magical number of emails you should send each week/month to
your list, try to find the "Goldilocks zone": the sending pattern that is just right for your list. You
should set a schedule for your emails so you stay on the radar of your customers, but don't
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bombard them to the point of wanting to leave. Without a set schedule, you’ll never create a
steady and productive e-mail marketing campaign. Just stay in front of your list and you’ll be Aok.
Content is Still King
It is important to note that the quality of your content is a MAJOR factor when it comes to
sending frequency. When I say you must produce "quality" content, I don't mean something that
is just well-written. I mean information that provides real value to your particular client base.
NEVER send an email just to send an email. If you are sending out content that is not relevant or
poorly crafted, your list will notice and will be more than happy to unsubscribe.
How do you stay on your subscriber's radar without leeching on to your list like a stage 5 clinger?
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Chapter 7: Always Be Testing!
5 Tips on Crafting Captivating Subject Lines
With over 1.9 billion non-SPAM emails being sent every day, your subject lines is what stands
between your email being opened or trashed. It is your first (and perhaps only) chance to make
an impression and improve your open rates. For this reason, your subject line’s job is to stop
readers in their tracks. So, how do you craft a subject line that will really pack a punch? Lucky for
you we just put up a blog called “5 Tips to Create a Killer Subject line.” Checkout my tips below or
read the whole article here!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Manage Your Readers’ Expectations
Steer Clear of These 3 Words
Localization vs. Personalization
How Long is Too Long?
Make It Actionable.

A/B Test Your Way to a Better Campaign
All of the tips given in the "Open Rate Optimization" blog series will probably increase your
opens right off the bat. However, to radically improve your opens, you need to be A/B testing
the elements mentioned in the series. A simple tweak in your email campaign or website could
significantly increase your bottom line; that’s why testing MUST be part of your marketing
strategy.
Copyhackers recently ran a study where they A/B tested subject lines for emails sent in January
and February of 2013. One of their A/B tests yielded a 7% increase in the open rate just by
tweaking the verbiage! This kind of difference can make or break a campaign.

This is a screen capture from Copy Hacker's results when they tested subject lines.
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A/B testing is a fantastic diagnostic tool to better understand visitor behaviors and priorities.
However, testing yields the most valuable results only when you test repeatedly. If you make a
consistent habit of testing, you’ll find that the accumulated data (and lessons learned from it)
can have a dramatic impact on the success of your open rates. eConsultancy’s 2012 Email
Marketing Industry Census concluded that only 16% of marketers test frequently. Are you?
For more tips on A/B testing, check out our blog on 6 Simple A/B Tests to Optimize Your
Conversion Rate.
What is the Open Rate You Should be Aiming for?
There is no set number that your open rate MUST be, because there are many factors when
sending an email. Things such as how the send was measured, list size, list quality, when it was
sent and the quality of the content are factors. You also need to account for the fact that open
rates are different across industries. That’s why we grabbed Silverpop’s Email Marketing
Benchmark study that recorded the following average open rates across a variety of verticals so
you can see how you match up.
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This is a screen capture from Silverpop’s Email Marketing Benchmark study that recorded the following average
open rates across a variety of verticals.

Now you have your arsenal filled with tips and tricks to optimize your open rates. Remember,
though, that there is always room for improvement. As marketers you can no longer JUST rely on
your intuition. As Sherlock Holmes said, "I never guess. It is a capital mistake to theorize before
one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit
facts." Never stop testing, my fellow marketers, never.
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